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Bull Demon King’s bloody shadow suddenly paused before he said, “No. 
Where is this place? Is this the Ancient Path? Taurus, wasn’t the Ancient Path 
sealed? How could outsiders get in there?” 

It turned out that this fellow was named Taurus. 

He immediately said, “Grandpa, I don’t know either. We had reached the end 
at first. The Ancient Path was basically under the search control of the Demon 
Bull Tribe, but I didn’t expect to find them at the end of this passage… And 
those two are Immortal Phoenix Tribe members.” 

“The Immortal Phoenix Tribe?” 

The Bull Demon King looked at the Phoenix Empress and Phoenix. “Oh… 
They are just two people with mixed bloodline from the branch tribe. Just kill 
them, but this…” 

The Bull Demon King pointed at the Titan Princess. “Haha! There is actually a 
woman from the Titan Tribe! How wonderful! It was pursuing the Titan Queen 
back then, but that b*tch looked down on me and said I looked uglier than a 
monkey. Pooh! She was really blind! Taurus, capture this woman from the 
Titan Tribe, and I will reward you well!” 

Taurus asked, “Grandpa, do you want her to become my grandma?” 

“Can I?” 

“Yes, you can!” 

During the conversation between the grandfather and grandson, Alex and the 
others were also communicating with each other. The current situation was 
clearly not right. Taurus alone was hard to deal with. In addition, there was a 
projection of the Bull Demon King. 

There was a high probability that the group would be wiped out! 



The next second, that Bull Demon King’s bloody shadow rushed into Taurus’s 
body. The body kept expanding like a balloon. He stamped the ground hard 
with one foot, which cracked. 

The surrounding herd of bulls roared, and they finally moved again. They 
ignored Alex and the others, but they charged forward. 

The Phoenix Empress exclaimed, “We can’t let this herd of bulls rush forward 
anymore. The Rowans will be done for if they charge into their family base.” 

The Phoenix Empress intercept them ahead while sending out a signal. 

A small phoenix flew back to report the news. 

Alex launched powerful attacks on Taurus by activating the witch power. 

Boom! 

A loud noise rang out. 

Taurus stepped on Alex with one foot, stomping him into the hard ground. 

The crowd behind him screamed. However, the next second, Alex burrowed 
out of Taurus with the Immortal Butcher in his hand in a mist of blood. At that 
moment, golden light emerged from his body, and countless runes wrapped 
around him. The golden body of a Buddha rose from the ground and slammed 
his palm down. 

“Buddha? How is this possible?” A strange scream escaped from Taurus’s 
lips. 

Shelly, who was behind Alex, summoned Persephone’s Folly Bridge. 

Persephone’s Folly Bridge this time was different than any time before. The 
previous Persephone’s Folly Bridge was bloodstained and led to the 
underworld, but now it was filled with the fragrance of flowers everywhere. 
The opposite side of the bridge was full of the beauty of the world, and the 
flowers on the other shore bloomed, leading to eternal life. 

It was the second wonderful use of Persephone’s Folly Bridge. 



When Alex refined and fused the Buddha’s Life Wheel after acquiring it, the 
Buddha at that time, Persephone’s Folly Bridge, and even Shelly herself 
seemed to have become the best tools for Alex. 

The golden body behind Alex grabbed Persephone’s Folly Bridge and 
enveloped Taurus abruptly. 

“Flowers bloom on the other shore! The soul returns to the western paradise!” 

“Taurus, back off!” The Bull Demon King screamed and rushed out of 
Taurus’s body at once and escaped, caring little about his grandson. 

Taurus was stunned for a moment, but he lost the opportunity in this 
momentary daze. Taurus was surrounded by an expanse of other shore 
flowers. As the flowers swayed, a white soul floated out of Taurus’s body. 

Standing on Persephone’s Folly Bridge, Shelly said, “Give up evil to attain 
salvation! Road to road, bridge to bridge! From now on, the soul will return to 
the west, and his body will be sanctified!” 

Whoosh! 

Taurus landed on the ground and turned into a golden body, but he lost his 
eternal freedom. 

The Bull Demon King was infuriated. “You are actually the present Buddha! 
B*stard! Just you wait! I will come back!” 

Alex’s golden body surged. “You want to come and leave as you please? How 
can there be such an easy task? Surrender or die! It’s your choice!” 
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“You are trying to kill me? Can’t you see who I am?” The Bull Demon King 
snorted coldly and formed a puff of black smoke before heading toward the 
herd of bulls in an attempt to to possess the other taurens. 

However, Shelly, standing on Persephone’s Folly Bridge, waved her hand and 
shot out a flower from the other shore. The flower bloomed and filled the sky 
with petals. It looked good, but in the eyes of the Bull Demon King, it was a 



nail in the coffin. He screamed and escaped desperately by diving into a 
certain tauren. 

The underground vines penetrated rapidly and bound that tauren on the 
ground. 

At that moment, Grand Emperor Rowan finally arrived with twenty powerful 
helpers around him… All of which were his wives. As soon as he came over, 
he regrouped with the Phoenix Empress and stopped the herd of bulls from 
charging forward. 

The tauren that was entangled by the vines bellowed and wanted to rush out 
again, but how could Alex agree to it? 

He directly activated the power of the thirteen stars and sealed the Bull 
Demon King completely in the tauren’s body, just like sealing the Undead 
Queen. 

Poof! 

That tauren had his limbs severed and the vines wrapped around him tighter. 
Eventually, he turned into a ball of vines. 

Roar! 

In the distant starry sky in the Chi universe, a huge bull roared to the sky. He 
was the Bull Demon King. 

Just a few moments ago, a few ant-like humans had sealed his divided soul 
into the body of a useless Demon Bull Tribe member, and he could not get it 
out of it. 

“D*mn it! D*mn it! Who the heck was that b*stard?! I, Bull Demon King, 
suffered such loss for the first time. I will definitely find you and kill you, you 
b*stard!” 

Just then, a calf came and reported, “Your Majesty, Madam Wilhelmina from 
the Black Breeze Castle is here! She said she’ll tear down our barn if you 
don’t go meet her…” 

“Barn?” 



The Bull Demon King was furious. “What barn? This place of mine is paradise. 
Who does Madam Wilhelmina think she is? If she hadn’t bootlicked that 
b*stard, Yodarha, every day, what right does she have to yell at my place? Let 
her in!” 

After a brief moment, Madam Wilhelmina came in! 

The Bull Demon King dismissed his subordinates and his overbearing aura 
disappeared immediately. He then trotted to the middle-aged Madam 
Wilhelmina and flattered her like a bootlicker. “Sis Wilhelmina, why did you 
come over? You should’ve let me know. I would have carried a sedan chair to 
pick you up at your house!” 

Madam Wilhelmina patted the Bull Demon King’s face. “I know you are filial, 
but you don’t need to carry the sedan chair. I have an urgent matter today. 
The Primeval Lord has come out of seclusion and created the strongest 
eternal prison in the Chi universe. He can finally catch the evil demons 
beyond the sky, but he needs to use the ancient divine artifact on the Ancient 
Path… Didn’t he tell you to go there? Why haven’t you gone?” 

As soon as the Bull Demon King heard this matter, he was infuriated. “Sis, I 
was just about to talk about this. My grandson, Taurus, took a million 
members of the Demon Bull Tribe to the Ancient Path, but he got killed there. 
A projected avatar of mine will also be sealed in a bull forever, which is 
equivalent to being annihilated…” 

“What?!” Madam Wilhelmina was shocked. “Such an expert exists on the 
Ancient Path? Who was it?” 

With wide eyes, The Bull Demon King’s exclaimed to Madam Wilhelmina, 
“Buddha! The present Buddha!” 

“Huh?” Astonished, Madam Wilhelmina yelped and gasped. “Are you sure it’s 
the present Buddha?” 

The Bull Demon King replied, “He even used the blooming other shore flowers 
and returned the soul to paradise. How is he not the Buddha? Buddha’s Life 
Wheel was clear in his body. If I was mistaken, I will gouge my eyes out and 
let you kick them like balls.” 

Madam Wilhelmina paced back and forth. “This is a great deal. Once the 
Buddha is reborn, he will definitely come and give the Primeval Lord a hard 



time. I have to go back quickly… Put the Ancient Path matter aside for the 
time being and wait for news of me.” 

Right after Madam Wilhelmina said that, she turned into a crow and flew out. 
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The Bull Demon King spat out a mouthful of saliva. “Hmph! Old hag, you ran 
quite fast. Be careful or I will capture and roast you, little bird…” 

Right after saying that, that crow flew back again. 

The Bull Demon King jumped in shock and asked quickly, “Dear sister, why 
did you come back again?” 

Madam Wilhelmina said, “I almost forgot to tell you about one more thing. The 
strongest godslayer under Luchist Rosso has returned.” 

The Bull Demon King was startled for a moment. “Luchist Rosso’s 
subordinate… Heavenbane?” 

“She is now called Hayley Hanson. As soon as she came back, she recovered 
thirty-three outer mountains. You should be careful. Stay away from her if you 
meet her!” 

“Hayley Hanson? Alright. Got it.” 

The crow flew away again. 

The Bull Demon King wanted to spit again and cursed a few words at first, but 
he gave up in the end. Heavenbane had returned. It was a serious matter. 
More importantly, there was an enmity between him, the Bull Demon King, 
and Heavenbane! 

*** 

The Ancient Path. 

After Alex and the others regrouped with the Phoenix Empress and Grand 
Emperor Rowan, they blocked tens of thousands of the Demon Bull Tribe. It 



was tough, but the rest of the tribe were nothing to be feared once their 
commander was gone. Although the battle lasted for a good while, the 
balance of victory was tipped in favor of Alex and his allies. It was until a 
certain tauren shouted, “Moo, moo…” when the herd of Demon Bulls retreated 
as though they had gone crazy. 

Boom! 

Corpses of bulls were all over the place. 

At that moment, Phoenix rushed up to Alex and slapped him across the face 
without another word. The women around Alex stared on wide-eyed as they 
witnessed the scene, but they said nothing. Phoenix, too, had been a big shot 
once. 

“What were you trying to do? 

“Sneak away and leave me here? You don’t want me anymore?” 

Alex smiled awkwardly as he said, “I saw that you were just reunited with your 
family, and I believe you should’ve gotten together more often. We went out to 
explore the path first, and when the time was right, we’d come and pickyou 
up.” 

“Liar. You didn’t even plan to come back,” Phoenix retorted. 

Grand Emperor Rowan came forward. “Alex, I knew you people had hard 
feelings toward Tidus because of the previous incident, but he is now gone! I 
promise such an incident will never happen again! The Ancient Path is 
perilous, and it is best that both our parties join forces.” 

“In fact, we will also pose a potential threat if we stay here,” Alex added. 

He raised his hand and lashed out that huge dark demonic lotus. 

The Phoenix Empress, who was knowledgeable, exclaimed, “Blue Demonic 
Lotus?!” 

Alex said, “This is not the Blue Demonic Lotus, but the reincarnation of it. 
However, its threat has exceeded the Blue Demonic Lotus. Once it explodes, 
the consequences will be unimaginable. All three thousand worlds will turn 
into demon realms! We hurried into the Ancient Path because we were about 



to lose search control of it. Fortunately, we managed to search control it 
temporarily because the world’s laws at the Ancient Path are stronger and 
tougher than those of three thousand worlds. Next, I need to find a secluded 
place to stabilize it.” 

A woman in white came up behind him and asked, smiling, “Are you the 
present Buddha?” 

“You are?” Alex returned the question. 

The woman replied, “You can call me Aunt Hannah. I am your father-in-law’s 
sister. I belong to the Light System, and you are the present Buddha. If we 
both join hands, we may be able to suppress this dark demonic lotus! At least 
we can cleanse a portion of the dark attribute.” 

“Light System?” 

“That’s right!” 

As a whim struck the woman, the phantasm of an eight-winged angel 
appeared behind her. Divine aura rushed into everyone’s cells, making them 
feel as though their souls were being purified. 
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“What a powerful holy aura!” 

“Such a profession is extinct in the current three thousand worlds!” 

Not only was Alex astonished, but many people who came with him were 
shocked beyond words. 

Alex was hesitant for a moment. Finally, he summoned the dark demonic lotus 
out of his body… This demonic lotus had absorbed an unknown amount of 
energy in the Dark Cemetery of the Titan Tribe, where it underwent a powerful 
metamorphosis. As soon as it appeared, it suppressed the holy aura on 
Hannah to the point that she was unable to raise her head. 

Both parties even seemed to be sworn enemies. 



A human face appeared on the demonic lotus. It opened its mouth and 
belched a cloud of smoke that rolled toward Hannah. 

“Ah…” 

Everyone around was flabbergasted. The emergence of the human face on 
the demonic lotus was too terrifying and bizarre. Even Shelly was unable to 
explain the changes behind it. 

The holy energy on Hannah abruptly exploded. The eight-winged angel 
flapped its wings and turned thousands of feathers into holy-light swords 
before slaying the black smoke spewed by that dark demonic lotus. 

Boom! 

An explosion rang out. 

Chi surged and rushed ten thousand feet into the sky. The eight-winged angel 
behind Hannah wrapped around her body and retreated several kilometers. 
On the other hand, the human face on that dark demonic lotus sneered and 
spoke human language, “You are a delicacy. How can I allow you to escape? 
I’m going to eat you! Eat you!” 

The human face turned three-dimensional. Furthermore, a woman began to 
form. Her entire body was pitch-black, and although her appearance was 
unclear, she gave out a heinous vibe. 

“What is this?” 

“’What the hell is this thing?” 

The women around Hannah screamed. Not only was Hannah attacked in that 
instace, but the other women were also affected. They seemed to be wrapped 
in infinite negative energy, amplifying their negative emotions-hatred, 
jealousy, greed, and lust, by a hundred times. If these women had not been 
supreme powerhouses, they would have failed to bear the influence and 
become the slaves of the dark demonic lotus. 

Alex looked extremely serious as he desperately stimulated the three 
thousand lotuses in his body, trying to pull the dark demonic lotus back. 
However, it turned out to be ineffective. 



‘What should I do?’ 

Grand Emperor Rowan and the others struck out vigorously when they saw 
the woman appearing on the dark demonic lotus and rushed toward Hannah. 
Surprisingly, Grand Emperor Rowan also had a cultivation technique of 
Buddhism… 

“Vajrasattva Mantra!” 

“Trailokyavijaya Mantra!” 

“Vairocana Buddha Mantra!” 

“Deva Marici Sutra!” 

“Padmasambhava Mantra!” 

“Vajrasattva Mantra!” 

The woman appearing on the dark demonic lotus was unable to get close 
after Grand Emperor Rowan bombarded her with six-path incantations. She 
let out a voice. “You actually know the Seal of Six Eternities! Great! Become 
my slave, or die!” 

Just then, Alex smashed the dark woman’s head with Star Chain Hammer, 
shattering her instantly. 

The woman’s face appeared again on the dark demonic lotus. She shouted 
furiously, “Rockefeller, you are just the host used by me. How dare you rebel 
against me? Do you believe I will break your entire cultivation?” 

Alex replied, “Since I am your host, you are the daughter I gave birth to. A 
daughter who tries to kill her own parent, however? You are treacherous and 
intolerable to the world. I will beat you up. So what?!” 
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Alex raised his palm, smacking her continuously until she finally became 
obedient after a hundred smacks. She dared not come out again. Alex seized 



the opportunity and took the dark demonic lotus into his body. Only then did 
the crowd heave a sigh of relief. 

Grand Emperor Rowan said, “Alex, this dark demonic lotus of yours is really 
not an ordinary danger. She is already self-aware. If she keeps getting 
stronger, she will be bound to become a scourge…” 

Alex was troubled as well. 

The key point was that he did not even know how to suppress her now… It 
seemed that only the mystery of thirteen planets left behind by Hayley could 
make the dark demonic lotus fearful. 

“I know! I will be careful!” 

Facing tauren corpses all over the place, the crowd was in a dilemma once 
again. 

“Originally, a beast tide would occur at this time, and local Witch Beasts from 
the Ancient Path would rush here,” the Phoenix Empress said. “They are a 
great tonic and foundation to our survival here, but this herd of tauren came, 
and the situation has changed. This place is unlikely to be safe anymore.” 

They had managed to get a few clues from the conversation between Taurus 
and the Bull Demon King earlier. 

Alex looked at Grand Emperor Rowan, “Sir Rowan…” 

Beside him, Phoenix poked him. “How should you address him? Call him 
Father-in-law!” 

Alex grabbed her soft hand. “I haven’t married you officially, nor have I taken 
you into the family in a luxurious way. Shouldn’t I wait until then to change my 
tune?” 

“Hmph!” Phoenix then said, “Dad, in fact, we found Blaze’s reincarnation. We 
even brought Aunt Lucretia back from the nether realm.” 

“What?!” Grand Emperor Rowan seemed overjoyed. “You have found Blaze? 
Is that brat really with Xienna Stoermer? Even if those two people wanted to 
elope, they didn’t have to jump into the Pool of Reincarnation! I have met that 



brat, Dimitri Rockefeller, several times. If they explained themselves, I 
would’ve surely understood them.” 

Phoenix shook her head. “Then you are wrong. Blaze and Xienna didn’t elope 
and jump into the Pool of Reincarnation. Someone pushed them into it… 
Xienna disliked Blaze. The reincarnation of Xienna is here. There. It’s her, 
Dorothy Assex!” 

“Huh? Y-you are… The reincarnation of Xienna Stoermer? T-then, you are…” 

Grand Emperor Rowan was shocked once again. However, the current 
Dorothy was Alex’s first wife. Xienna had stuck her neck out and caused lots 
of incidents for Dimitri’s sake, but she fell in love with someone else after 
reincarnation? 

“My previous incarnation was Dimitri Rockefeller!” Alex finally said. “My 
ancestor is Blaine Rockefeller.” 

Grand Emperor Rowan exclaimed, “Blaine Rockefeller! He is my 
sworn search brother!” 

Alex was speechless. 

Grand Emperor Rowan then continued, “In fact, Blaine also came to the 
Ancient Path. We split up at that time, but an unforeseen event occurred. We 
entered the Mist Valley of the Ancient Path one by one, but we were 
separated… By the way, your ancestor has been to the Chi universe. He has 
an eternal divine artifact that may be able to suppress the dark demonic lotus 
in your body.” 

“Mist Valley? Where is it?” 

“It’s just up ahead. It’ll take a journey of about three days.” 

Once Alex heard that he could find his ancestor, he looked elated. 
Furthermore, Dimitri’s remnant soul was still inside his cardiac acupoint. 
Dimitri was Blaine’s son. Hence, they might find a better solution if they met 
each other. 

The Titan Princess said, “The current problem is that the Bull Demon King will 
come back for sure. His projection is so powerful. If he comes over with his 
main body, we won’t be able to stop him at all. That’s the point.” 



“If I can use the dark demonic lotus, I can give it a shot!” Alex said as he 
frowned. 

Just then, the Phanes Ax inside Alex’s sea of consciousness trembled 
vigorously and flew out automatically right in a certain direction. 

Alex was shocked. 

It was a remarkable weapon he couldn’t afford to lose. 

“I’ll go take a look first! Don’t you guys follow me!” 

The Phanes Ax must have discovered something. 

Alex was fast, but he barely kept up with the Phanes Ax. After some time, he 
saw it dive headlong into a mist. 

“Mist Valley?!” 

After pursuing it for an unknown time, Alex finally caught up with the Phanes 
Ax. However, a golden city appeared before him, exuding golden light in the 
mist. 
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The Phanes Ax penetrated the mist with a swish and rushed straight at the 
enormous Golden City ahead. 

“F*ck! Wait for me!” Alex was helpless for a while. 

He scurried and chased after the Phanes Ax. To his surprise, an invisible 
barrier of laws appeared in front of him. 

Bam! 

Alex slammed so hard into the barrier he saw stars. He broke his nose with 
two streams of blood flowing down slowly. His nasal bridge and incisors were 
also almost broken. 

“Holy crap! A force field actually exists here! You should have told me!” 



The Phanes Ax, however, was very powerful, directly passing through the 
force field and rushing into the golden city. As a spell formation master, Alex 
stayed in place and studied the force field for a long while, but he did not know 
how to decipher it. 

‘Weird. What kind of force field is this? I can’t decipher it even after using the 
spell formation in the Chi universe…’ 

Alex frowned and felt a little restless. 

Dimitri had accidentally acquired the Phanes Ax in his previous life before 
giving it to him. This thing was also related to the Ancestor Witches, which 
went into the golden city for no reason. Thus, he wondered what it was doing 
there. 

What should he do if he lost it? 

‘I can’t decipher this spot. I’ll try at another place,’ Alex decided to walk around 
the force field to see if there were any weak spots he could find. 

Just then, a commotion was heard behind him. 

Roar! 

It was an earth-shattering beast roar! 

Alex looked back and saw a fierce-looking strange beast approaching him 
little by little. Its bell-like eyes glowed red while it stared intently at Alex, as if 
he was the tastiest food in the world. 

“Get lost!” 

Alex did not bother spending time with this beast. As the aura on his body 
erupted, the aura belonging to the Ancestor Witches surged. 

After the strange beast felt that pure aura of the Ancestor Witches, it 
immediately prostrated on the ground and spoke the human language. “My 
lord, spare me! My lord, spare me!” 

Alex was startled. “You can even speak in human language?” 



The strange beast nodded hurriedly. “My lord, I am a minor character in the 
Witch Beast Kingdom. The flesh and skin on my body are worthless, and my 
blood is not pure either. My lord, please don’t kill me!” 

“Witch Beast Kingdom?” Alex froze for a moment. “The Witch Beasts even 
evolved and created a kingdom? Alright. That’s not important. Then, can you 
tell me how to break this force field? Is there a way to get in?” 

That strange beast was dazed for a moment. “My lord, didn’t you come out of 
it?” 

“D*mn. Would I even have to ask you if I did? Tell me quickly. I have 
something urgent, and I need to go in.” 

That creature shook its head. “This the great protective force field of the 
Golden City. Only those with the exit token issued by the Golden City coupled 
with the identity of the Golden City can enter the force field, or else you won’t 
be able to enter it at all! There are also all kinds of outrageous mechanisms in 
the force field of this Golden City. My lord, you can’t get inside if you aren’t 
someone from the inside.” 

Alex was dejected upon hearing it. The restriction of this golden city was 
simply too tight, wasn’t it? 

“What kind of people live inside this city?” 

“My lord, they are all bad guys in the Golden City.” 

“Uhm…” 

“They always capture our Witch Beast Kingdom people, eat them alive, skin 
them to make clothes. They even used our blood to activate the bloodlines of 
their juniors and enhance their cultivation. They have been doing this for 
millions of years! They are sinful! Now, our princess in the Witch Beast 
Kingdom has also disappeared suddenly. The Golden City people might have 
captured her. Our king in the Witch Beast Kingdom was furious and ordered 
us to come over to gather military intelligence and prepare to attack the 
Golden City.” 
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“How are you going to attack? You can’t even enter this force field.” 

“If it is certain that the princess has been captured into the Golden City, the 
king will dispatch the great wizards… Oh, they definitely have a way.” 

Alex looked in the direction of the golden city from here. The mist was so thick 
that he could not see anything except that huge shining city. 

‘What should I do?’ 

Just then, another voice was heard not far away. 

“Let go of me! Let go of me! I’m the princess of the Witch Beast Kingdom. 
Both our countries have signed an agreement where royalties can’t hurt each 
other. Aren’t you afraid of triggering a large-scale war between the two 
countries by doing this?!” 

A sinister man said with a smile, “What I need exactly is the royal bloodline of 
a purebred Witch Beast like yours. Hahahaha! Our soul and flesh will mingle 
later. After I suck your entire body’s Yin energy and drink all your blood, my 
cultivation will definitely reach new heights, with an 80% chance of breaking 
through the Dominant Realm!” 

As soon as the strange snow-white beast heard that, its hair stood on end. “I 
found her. It’s the princess.” 

Before Alex could open his mouth, it rushed over abruptly and spoke human 
language, “Let go of the princess!” 

“Oh! How dare a White Flayer come here and court death?” When that man 
saw the strange snow-white beast, he sneered with contempt. “I’ll give you a 
chance to strip off your fur and give it to me, and I will spare your miserable 
life. Otherwise, you know the consequences!” 

Roar! 

After the strange snow-white beast glanced at the princess of the Witch Beast 
Kingdom, locked in a cage by the man, it roared and rushed forward 
regardless of everything. “Why do I have to fear death for the sake of Her 
Highness?” 



A lolita-looking young girl was curling up pitifully inside the iron cage. Her only 
difference from a normal human was that her ears were relatively long, but 
she looked very beautiful, like an elf. When she saw the white beast rushing 
over, she screamed, “Moron, you are no match for him. Go back and notify my 
father to save me!” 

The white beast rushed forward. 

It had an enormous body and great inertia, so it couldn’t stop halfway even if it 
wanted to. Consequently, that middle-aged man kicked it in the chin. The 
white beast screamed in pain with several teeth shattered. It fell and rolled on 
the ground, unable to get up for a moment. 

The man sneered. “A White Player’s fur is favorite among the rich women. I 
didn’t expect I would be able to get one before I went in. How lucky I am.” 

He took out a small skinning knife with a swish and walked toward the white 
beast. 

At that moment, a young man walked out of the mist behind it and stood 
beside the white beast Looking at the man who was walking over, he said, 
“Are you a Golden City citizen?” 

“A human..? Blame yourself for a misfortune life, now that you have met me!” 

The man stepped on the ground and rushed toward Alex. As he slashed at 
Alex’s neck, the skinning knife formed a killing arc. 

Whoosh! 

The next second, his small skinning knife was in Alex’s hand and pointed at 
his neck. 

Half of the blade pierced the skin, and blood flowed out. The man was 
shocked to see how the opponent’s combat power far surpassed his. “Wait a 
minute. We are all humans from the outside. If you kill me, you will also be 
sanctioned by the arbitral tribunal!” 

Alex asked, “I don’t have the token, nor do I have the imprint made by the lord 
of the Golden City. How am I going to enter the city?” 

The man was startled. “Aren’t you from Golden City?” 



“Hey! I’m asking you!” 

“This… There is no way.” 

“Oh. In that case, you are useless!” Alex decapitated him without hesitation 
and searched his body after landing a killer blow. As expected, he found a 
token, some fine items, as well as a storage ring! 

After doing that, he walked up to the cage and looked at the princess inside. 
“Little girl, how about making a deal with me?” 
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The princess in the cage seemed cautious yet nervous as she looked at Alex. 
“Who… Who are you?” 

Alex said, “I am a good person.” 

The strange snow-white beast next to him finally climbed up and said, “Your 
Highness, he is not a citizen of the Golden City, but he wants to enter the 
Golden City.” 

The princess inside the cage was shocked. “A human that doesn’t belong to 
the Golden City? Who are you then? Are there other human tribes at the 
Ancient Path?” 

After a pause, she continued, “Can you let me out first, or do you have some 
fetish for talking to me like this, so you look taller?” 

Alex shrugged. “It is not a problem to let you out because you can’t escape 
anyway.” 

The princess looked at him. “I won’t escape. You are a strange person. I 
sense a familiar scent on you…” 

The thing that could hold the princess of the Witch Beast Kingdom captive in 
the cage was certainly not simple. It was a law-based divine artifact. However, 
it was different from the force field outside the Golden City. This amazing law 
was not complicated, so unlocking the cage from the outside wasn’t a 
problem. 



After the cage was opened, the princess climbed out of it. The little girl 
suddenly struck Alex by throwing a bead hard at him. The head shone with 
brilliance and enveloped Alex like a tidal wave. A chaotic force even wanted to 
bind Alex. 

“Haha!” Alex laughed. 

He was too familiar with this thing. It turned out to be the Chaos Bead! 

The evil Bodhi wanted to control Alex’s body under the Sinless City, but Alex 
ended up getting a few Chaos Beads inadvertently after devouring him. He 
already had twenty-one of them including the ones that he had collected… 
There were twenty-four Chaos Beads in total. 

This princess threw one bead at him right now. In other words, he would 
gather all twenty-four Chaos Beads as long as he found another two. 

Gulp! 

Alex swallowed the Chaos Bead in one gulp. Then, a fresh and lively Chaos 
Bead was hung on the Chaos Tree inside the mind palace that had long 
grown into a towering ancient tree. 

“Hey, little girl. Do you still have beads like this? Hit me again! Keep hitting 
me! I won’t fight back!” 

In the eyes of the young-looking princess, Alex looked exactly like a pedophile 
with his current expression. 

“How dare you… Eat my Chaos Bead? Spit it out quickly! Give it back to me!” 

Alex replied, “How can I spit it out again after swallowing it? Think about it. 
Can you still spit out a complete apple after eating it?” 

The princess asked, “What is an apple?” 

Right! How could apples be qualified to appear in a place full of divine energy 
and Witch attributes like the Ancient Path? 

If an apple was really planted in this place, it would definitely become an 
immortal item like the Vermillion Fruit or Ginseng Fruit after a period of 
cultivation. 



“It’s just a type of fruit. Alright. It is not important. More importantly, do you still 
have Chaos Beads? I want to eat them. They are delicious. I can trade them 
with you for other treasures.” 

“No more. That’s my only Chaos Bead. Give it back to me before we negotiate 
a deal!” 

“I have swallowed and digested it. How am I supposed to give it back to you?” 
Alex said, “Oh. How about this? When I poop next time, you can come over 
and look for it. Perhaps you will be able to find a bit of energy in the poop.” 

“You are… You too disgusting!” 

Alex sighed secretly. It seemed that the little girl did not lie. She did not have 
other Chaos Beads in her hand, so how was he going to spit out what he had 
swallowed? 
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“Let’s get down to business!” Alex said, “Now that I have saved you, it’s time 
to talk about our terms!” 

“What are you trying to do?” 

“I heard that your great wizard has a way to infiltrate Golden City, right?” 
When Alex said that, however, he also noticed something wrong. “The guy 
wanted to drag you into it just now, but you are not a citizen, and you have 
neither token nor marking on your body. Could he still drag you in? What 
would happen to you?” 

The princess sneered. “You don’t even know this. It looks like you are really 
not a Golden City citizen. Once I am dragged into this force field, the laws 
inside will restrict me, and I won’t be able to use any of my cultivation. I will be 
no different from a cripple.” 

“Is that so?” 

The princess was mischievous, so Alex did not trust her. Hearing something 
could be misleading, but seeing was believing. He created a mirror image and 



took the token that he had retrieved from the dead man before walking into 
the force field. 

As expected, the moment he entered it, a powerful force suppressed his body, 
and a mysterious force sealed all his cultivation. There was even a surge of 
another apocalyptic force. 

Boom! 

A thunderbolt struck his head, shattering his mirror image completely. 

“Holy crap!” Alex seemed to personally experience that kind of despair as 
soon as the mirror image died. 

“You saw it, didn’t you? You will simply end up dead if you try to get in.” 

The princess looked disdainful. “Put that in your pipe and smoke it. Besides, 
what’s so great about Golden City? The humans inside are either villains or 
idiots!” 

However, a group of people suddenly rushed out of the force right after she 
said that. 

“Hmph! Told you someone was trying to break through the force field just 
now!” 

“A dead citizen of the Golden City, a White Flayer, and… A little girl from the 
Witch Beast Kingdom. Oh my, who is this? A human without markings? 
Where did you come from?!” 

Just as Alex was about to speak, that man said quickly, “Capture him!” 

Whoosh! 

Alex tried to run away, but he was surrounded. This group of people was 
powerful, with one of them perhaps even transcending at Dominant Realm. 

A rope was unleashed and bound Alex with overwhelming binding force. 

“Holy crap!” Alex cursed at his misfortune. 



The people were far stronger than him, especially since that rope was a 
powerful magical treasure. Immediately afterward, the princess and the 
strange snow-white beast were also captured. 

“Sir, how are we going to deal with these few?” someone asked. 

“Hmph! They’ll end up dead for killing a Golden City citizen! However, this is 
one very strange guy. An unmarked human actually showed up on the Ancient 
Path. Could he be a human who fell into this place just like three millennia 
ago?” The leader said, “The astrologist discovered that a group of tauren had 
rushed into the Mist Valley. The origin of those guys is bizarre. They are most 
likely from the Chi universe.” 

“They are from the Chi universe?!” 

“Put these few people in jail first! I will find someone from the Inquisition Hall 
to perform the Soul Illumination. Everythingwill be cleared up.” 

Those words astonished Alex, but more importantly, he could not put up any 
resistance now. 

Shortly afterward, the three of them were forcefully taken into the force field. 
The princess and the White Flayer lost their cultivation directly from the 
suppression. Enervated, they were unable to move. 

Alex was worried that the thunderbolt would descend at first, but it did not 
happen. Only a force was suppressing him. But then, the thirteen planets 
inside his body started rotating simultaneously. 
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“It’s all your fault! If you hadn’t tried to run into the force field with the token, 
how could we get captured?” 

“Great now. Tell me. What should we do?” 

The princess of the Witch Beast Kingdom was so angry that she kicked Alex 
until her small chest even trembled. Alex did not expect this would happen 
either. 



“At least you are not in the hands of that villain now, and you were not forced 
to have bestiality either,” Alex said, “Moreover, the blood inside your body 
won’t be drained. On the contrary, you actually profited.” 

“What bestiality?” The princess was infuriated as she bated her fangs. “Who 
are you calling a beast? I am royalty with a noble bloodline in the Witch Beast 
Kingdom. How dare you describe me as a beast? You are the beast. A wild 
beast. A dumb wild beast!” 

Alex, the Witch Beast princess, and the White Player were all locked in a 
cage. 

The White Flayer dared not speak and regarded itself invisible. It looked at the 
princess with its small eyes for a while before looking at Alex, saying it could 
not understand their profound conversation. 

Alex grabbed her ears. “What are these ears of yours? A bunny girl or a cat 
girl?” 

The princess stomped on his stomach. “F*ck off! What bunny girl and cat girl? 
My bloodline is much more advanced than you, human. Tell you what. We 
royalties of the Witch Beast are the most ancient and primitive and possess 
the supreme Xeraphim Bloodline.” 

“What bloodline? Xeraphim Bloodline? Sorry, I have never heard of this 
bloodline of yours. I don’t even know how to write it…” 

“Hmph! Dumb, uneducated human!” 

When the few people from the Golden City heard the quarrel, their gazes and 
expressions changed slightly. The few secretly sent telepathic messages to 
each other. 

“No way? That little girl is the princess of the Witch Beast Kingdom, a royalty 
of the Xeraphim clan?” 

“If the Witch Beast Kingdom citizens know that Golden City has captured their 
royalty, I’m afraid they’ll go mad and attack the city!” 

“What should we do then?” 

“Release her?” 



“This princess is together with this human. He is probably involved! You also 
know that the Nine Yin Heavenly Ruins are about to be opened soon. It is a 
critical period now, and accidents are definitely not allowed to happen… 
Neither those from Witch Beast Kingdom nor the Chi universe can come and 
disturb us.” 

“The citizens from the Witch Beast Kingdom wouldn’t notice as long as they 
enter Golden City.” 

Eventually, Alex, the princess, and the White Flayers were locked in the 
dungeon. It was extremely dark, but it was apparent that the three weren’t 
only the ones held captive. They saw a few prison cells containing many 
Witch Beast Kingdom citizens along the way. 

After sensing the Xeraphim Bloodline on the princess, the prisoners of the 
Witch Beast Kingdom went into a frenzy… 

“Princess Bea?!” 

“How did you get in?!” 

“How dare those damned Golden City scums violate the contract and capture 
the royal heir of the Witch Beast Kingdom? They deserve to die! They deserve 
to die!” 

The beasts in the prison rioted. 

The loud noises shocked the sturdy prison cells, such that they were grating 
to the ears. However, the restriction of supreme laws existed in the Golden 
City and nullified their strength, and the prisoners here were certainly unable 
to cause any destruction. 

Suddenly, the officers escorting Alex and the others roared in a fury. 

“Silence!!! I will kill whoever that makes any noise!” 

 


